
 

 

AMCS ANNUAL MEETING - NOV 13, 2014 
 

EMERGENCY NOTIFICATION AND COMMUNICATIONS (ENCOM) 
 

At the last AGM Wendy Barlow requested support from the AMCS to 
organize emergency notification for the community, which was approved 
and 3 residents joined the effort forming the ENCOM Committee. 
 
Members are: Wendy Barlow, Sue McEvoy, Carolyne Strohmann and 
Richard Douziech 
 
The Team met from Jan to Apr, for a total of 4 meetings, to discuss the way 
ahead and create a plan.  The first identified requirement was to create a 
manual system, which became known as phone trees, to notify residents of 
both Anarchist Mountain and Sidley Mountain.  As this required residents 
calling each other the mountains were divided into 10 areas, which 
corresponded closely to the Fire Smart areas.  It was acknowledged through 
out all our planning that many residents had no land lines, there was dead 
zones for cell phones and many residents had irregular internet access.  As 
such we placed the priority on neighbours notifying neighbours so requested 
Leads for each of the Areas.  In no time we had a minimum of 2 Leads for 
each area and we had a series of meetings, from April to June, to inform all 
Leads of our plans and what information we required from residents in their 
areas.  All leads actively gathered the information. 
 
Richard Douziech took the lead in researching automated applications and 
interviewed the rep of the most promising, “Send Word Now”.  He reported 
to the committee that large applications such as this were too costly for our 
size of organization.  The Team then met with the Fire Dept, Zach Poturica, 
to discuss the possibility of an automated system other emergency 
responders were using.  Zach did the research which resulted in the system 
we have adopted.  Sue McEvoy, a former 911 operator, took the lead with 
this system by inputting all the information and learning the system through 
June to Aug.  She received great assistance and guidance from Ajai Sehgal, 
a Fire Dept member, in learning the system.  The system is WEB based 
which provides us feedback on live pickups, voice mails, no contact and 
email delivery.  Sue is still working on the email delivery issues and will 
remain our person for updates to the system. 
 
Another aspect of our plan was to provide information folders for each area 



 

 

resident covering Emergency Notification and Communication sites, as well 
as Fire Smart. Carolyne Strohmann took the lead on this aspect and gathered 
information from many sources creating a comprehensive folder.  
Carolyne’s employer, BMO, provided the funding to create approximately 
150 folders.  These folders were passed to the leads in June/July to 
distribute to their areas and the remainder of the folders are now held at the 
Fire Dept. 
 
We worked through many issues with the automated system during the 
summer months and were able to do our first trial with the automated system 
using the Team only was on 23 Aug and we discovered some system quirks.  
We then did two tests with the Area Leads, 27 and 29 Aug, and identified the 
need to investigate email delivery further.   
 
Standing Operating Procedures (SOPs) were required for both the Team and 
the Leads so Wendy Barlow took the lead in Sep with creating the document 
followed by the much appreciated review by Richard Douziech.  The SOPs 
were distributed to Area Leads and followed up with meetings for all Leads 
to address any concerns and review each areas phone tree.  At this time 
Richard Douziech took the lead to standardize the phone trees and will 
update when information changes.  Copies are held by the Team as a back 
up in the absence of Lead availability to start the tree.  This then placed us 
in a position to do the first Mountain wide test on 20 Sep using both the 
automated system and the manual system (phone trees).  
 
The Team believes, and feed back from numerous residents, both systems 
are a success.  It held true that both systems are needed to ensure the 
maximum number of people are notified in a timely manner.  The 
automated test resulted in 43% live answers, 48% voice mail and 9% no 
answer.  The phone trees contacted anywhere from 45% to 100% depending 
on the area.  In follow up meetings with the Leads, a few areas are adjusting 
their phone trees to ensure the right neighbours are contacting each other 
based on several factors. 
 
There will be a test of both systems once every year, in the spring.  Funding 
will be provided by the AMS. 
 
The Team has become members of the Anarchist Mtn Volunteer Fire Dept as 
the Communication Team.  Further discussions will be occurring with the 
Fire Dept on the Team assuming the Social Media sites. 



 

 

 
The Team is now concentrating on developing a Check List Manual to 
identify the procedures required of the Team, as well as, a section on 
information learned as we continue on our way. 
 
The Team wants to express our sincere appreciation for the work provided 
by Zach Paturica and Ajai Sehgal of the Fire Dept, and the support and 
guidance provided by the Anarchist Mountain Society. 
 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Wendy Barlow 
Sue McEvoy 
Carolyne Strohmann 
Richard Douziech 
 
 
 
  


